
LESSON 7
4+ PRIMARY COURSE OF SOCIAL COMPETENCY

OBJECTIVES: 

Developing visual and listening abilities to help understand emotions, developing focus and the ability to maintain 
positive emotional states, to quickly switch from one activity to another

LIST OF TASKS:

• Group game — "Greeting with a Bell"; purpose: to set a welcome mood for children; required equipment: a bell

• Group game — "Expressive Movements"; purpose: to develop mimicry, pantomime, movements, relaxation

• Group game — "Traffic Light"; purpose: to develop attention and the ability to quickly switch from one activity
to another; required equipment: Attachment 12 - for the group

• Individual task — "De-code a Letter"; purpose: to develop the ability to identify emotional states by plot;        
required equipment: Attachment 13, colored pencils - for each child

• Group game — "Snail"; purpose: to relax the body and reduce impulsiveness

• Group game — "Tower of Joy"; purpose: to establish a positive emotional state in the group 

Personal folders for each child, soft toy Bear Bucha
Note 1: The descriptions of the tasks are general guidelines, keeping in mind that personal input and creativity 
are encouraged throughout the program. 
Note 2: The context of each paragraph is teacher speaking and engaging children.
Note 3: "…" indicates children have performed the task.
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GROUP GAME — "GREETING WITH A BELL"

Teacher: Hello, kids, from Bear Bucha and myselfI. He hasn’t seen you for a week and he told me privately that he 
misses you. Now, let’s all stand in a circle and say "Hello" to each other. 
(Teacher approaches a participant, rings a bell and says "Hello, …, my friend!"). 

Teacher: Now, it’s your turn to approach another participant, ring the bell, call their name and welcome them. 
Don’t forget to maintain eye contact and smile.
(Children perform the task. The bell should greet each participant). 

GROUP GAME — "EXPRESSIVE MOVEMENTS"

Teacher: Now, let’s move our bodies a little. I will give commands which you should follow. 
(Teacher is giving commands which children follow — Move your eyebrows up; Bring them together; Close your 
eyes really tight; Open your eyes widely and move your cheeks; Show with gestures the words "high, small, 
over there, I, here, he, big"; Show what we act like when we are cold, when we have a stomach ache and when we 
carry a heavy bag. Children perform the task). 
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GROUP GAME — "TRAFFIC LIGHT"

Teacher: Good job, everyone did very well! Now, let’s sit at the table. Today Bear 
Bucha is going to be with us for the last time, he has to return to the forest and to his 
normal animal life. He has a long trip ahead of him, will be traveling through a city 
and would like to know how to cross a street. Let’s teach him how. So, if there’s green 
light, what do cars do?… (Drive) And what does a yellow light mean?… (Be ready 
to stop). Good. And what if the cars see a red light, what does it mean?… (Stop). 
As for pedestrians, they have their own signals which indicate when to cross 
the street and when not to cross the street. Now, let’s show how cars follow different 

traffic signals — you know that Bear Bucha understands the language of gestures, not words. So, when I show a traffic 
light that has a red light on, you should sit freeze, without making any noise. When I show a traffic light with a yellow 
light on, you should stomp, clap and whisper. And when I show a traffic light that has a green light on, you may walk 
or run and loudly say "Aaaaa". 
(Teacher cuts Attachment 12 in lines and shows different lights to children. They perform the task. The task is being 
repeated many times. The game should be finished with a green light). 

INDIVIDUAL TASK — "DE-CODE A LETTER"

Teacher: Thank you very much, now Bear Bucha will feel much safer. Now, I’m going 
to read you a story that contains coded emotions. Your task is to draw these coded 
emotions onto the blank faces of the sheets I will give you.
(Teacher hands out Attachment 13 and reads the story. Children perform the task). 

Attachment 12 

Attachment 13 
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Teacher: Once upon a time, there was a boy named Bob. He didn’t have many friends, there was no one he could 
play with, and he felt very lonely, sometimes he even cried… Once, someone knocked on his door. Bob opened 
the door and saw the mailman, who didn’t like his job at all. He was always agitated by things, everyone seemed 
miserable to him and he dreamt of retiring soon… At the time, the neighbor’s son was running by. He stopped near 
Bob’s door to listen to what was happening and he even opened his mouth with curiosity… The mailman gave Bob 
a box and said "Good-bye". It was the time of day when Bob’s mom always returned from work. When he saw his 
mom, Bob kept standing at the door waiting for her. She looked tired because she woke up early and didn’t get 
enough sleep… Bob told her about the unusual package, and during this conversation something moved in the box. 
Bob screamed with surprise, he was scared… Hearing a scream, Bob’s sister Ann came out of her room. She frowned 
because the scream had distracted her from her homework which was due tomorrow. "Stop bothering me", — she 
said angrily and shut her door… Bob and his mom started to open the box, and much to Bob’s surprise, he noticed 
a cute puppy. Bob always wanted a puppy but his mom wouldn’t let him have one. Recently, mom noticed that he 
was very sad and decided to surprise him. Bob took the puppy in his arms and felt very happy. His sadness passed 
away immediately, he felt very good… Mom also felt good and was pleased to see that her son is happy… Soon Bob 
got a new friend, her name was Sharon, they went out together with the puppy and spent great time together. 
Sharon was a very pleasant and happy girl… 
(Children perform the task).

Teacher: Good job! Was it difficult? 
(Children answer). 
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GROUP GAME — "SNAIL"

Teacher: You did very well! Kids, we don’t go to the forest very often, but Bear Bucha lives there. He told me a lot of 
stories about the forest. For example, do you know what a snail does when it’s scared? 
(Children answer). 

Teacher: Now, each of you stand up one in front the other and hug the waist of the person in front of you. Now, 
all of us together are one big snail. On my signal "Danger" the snail is folding into a spiral and freezes, doesn’t move 
and stands still. On my signal "Danger is over" we will move without breaking the chain. 
(Children perform the task. The exercise is repeated until children are tired). 

GROUP GAME — "TOWER OF JOY"

Teacher: And now, I would kindly like one more minute of your attention. As you already know, it’s Bear Bucha’s last 
class with us. He enjoyed studying so much that he has enrolled in animal school and will soon be attending classes. 
Let’s say "Good-bye" to him. For that, each of us will say a wish for Bear Bucha. I will start and hold my hand with 
palm facing up, then each of you will approach and say your wish and put your hand on my palm. 
(Children perform the task).

Teacher: What a wonderful tower of wishes we have! And now, let’s collect the pencils, put the chairs back so that 
the room is nice and clean again. Let’s say "Good-bye" to each other and smile. Have a great week! 
(Teacher collects the completed tasks, signing them on the reverse side, and puts them into the child’s personal 
folder).


